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Overview 

As part of the process of migrating to Alma, you are required to fill in your mapping preferences in 

your ILS source system specific migration form and to provide it to your Ex Libris project team two 

weeks before your planned migration. In order to assist you with correctly filling in the migration 

form and to minimize any issues and questions about what data to enter, a new validation tool is now 

embedded in each migration form. 

After you finish filling in the migration form with your institution's mapping preferences, use the 

validation tool in the COVER tab of the migration form to ensure that the data provided is valid for 

processing. 

Using the Validation Tool 

The following procedure describes how to use the migration form validation tool. 

To use the validation tool: 

1 When you first open the migration form, the following security warning is displayed: 

 

Click the Enable Content button to enable the validation functions. Note that by enabling the 

validation button you will NOT cause any security problems on your system. These validations 

functions are limited only to locally validating the form itself and do not affect any other systems. 

2 Fill in the migration form according to your ILS source system specific Alma migration guide, 

located on the Ex Libris Documentation Center. 

3 After all of the tabs of the migration form are filled in with your data, go to the COVER tab of the 

migration form. The following is displayed: 
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4 Click the button in the upper-right corner of the COVER tab to begin the migration form 

validation process. The button looks like one of the following: 
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This button runs the validation tool of the migration form. After you click the button, the 

following is displayed: 

 

5 Click OK. The validation process runs. 

6 After the validation process is completed, the following is displayed: 

 

7 Click OK. A report is displayed in the COVER tab indicating any validation errors that were 

found in the migration form: 

 The following line indicates how many sheets/tabs have validation errors: 

 

 The following line indicates how many validation errors were found in the entire migration 

form that need to be corrected: 
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 The following table lists the itemized validation errors found in the migration form: 

 

The validation report table consists of three columns: 

 Sheet – the sheet/tab name for each of the validation errors 

 Error Description – the description of each of the validation errors 

 Go to Error Range – a link to jump to the field or column with the specific error 

8 Click the Go to link for a validation error to jump to the field or column of the relevant error. 

9 Fix the validation error. 

The following table describes the validation errors (source ILS-dependent): 

Validation Error Description 
Format unexpected The value in the field/column is in the wrong 

format.  

Unexpected empty line found in column An empty row is found in the column.  

Value exceeds defined max length. The string in the field/column exceeds the 

maximum length of characters allowed.  

Duplicate values found. Duplicated strings are found in the column. 

The Alma library, location, and code were 

entered incorrectly. Fill in these columns 

according to the documentation. 

Alma library codes with different Alma location 

codes must have different Alma location names. 

This cell cannot be empty. This cell must contain a value. 

The ALMAME_VAL_NOT_FOUND code 

appears more than once. 

There can only be one 

ALMAME_VAL_NOT_FOUND value in the current 

column. 
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Validation Error Description 
This tab contains the same Alma codes, but with 

different Alma descriptions. 

The same value cannot be mapped to different 

descriptions. 

10 After you have corrected an error, re-run the validation process. If the validation error was 

corrected, the next report of the validation tool no longer shows that error. 

After all of the validation errors are corrected, the tool indicates that there are zero errors: 

 

In addition, the report table is empty: 

 

This indicates that no validation errors are found in any of the migration form fields and that the 

migration form is valid and ready to be provided to Ex Libris.  

Saving the Migration Form 

To save the migration form, click Save As from the File tab from the Excel menu bar and save as type 

.xlsm.  
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Note: You can only save the migration form with the validation tool in .xlsm (Excel Macro-Enabled 

Workbook) format.  
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